CAKE DECORATING PROJECT RECORD
Check all that apply to your project this year.
_____Used disposable parchment triangle bags.
_____Used featherweight decorating bags.
_____Used disposable decorating bags.
_____Used ready made icing.
_____Made royal icing decorations.
_____Made my own icing from scratch.
_____Experimented with different icing recipes. Names: ___________________________
_____Used piping gel on my project.
_____Placed my cake on a cake circle or board.
_____Made a cake circle or board.
_____Used paste dye to color my icing.
_____Used liquid dye to color my icing.
_____Made all my flowers ahead of time with royal icing.
_____My icing was: check all that applied: ______ stiff ______medium _____thin
_____Took a cake decorating class. Sponsor: _________________________________
_____Was taught by family member or friend.
_____Was taught by 4-H leader.
_____Taught myself how to decorate.
_____Used online sources such as YouTube & How to sites to learn decorating techniques.
_____I decorate how many projects: ____<1/month _____1-3/month _____4 or more
_____I make cakes for: ___ birthdays ___ holidays _____special occasions.
_____I decorated cupcakes for: ________________________________________
_____I decorated cookies for: _________________________________________
_____I made a wedding cake.
_____My decorating ideas were from a cake decorating book.
Name(s): ____________________________________________________________
_____My ideas were found online.
Website(s): ___________________________________________________________
_____Used hot water and a spatula to smooth my frosting once it is on the cake.
_____Decrumbed cakes before frosting them.
_____Used some tips I never used before. Numbers: ______________________________
_____Made a gingerbread house.
_____Did some sugar molding.
_____Made gum paste decorations.
_____Purchased a fondant mix.
_____Made my own fondant.
Found recipe ____ online ____ book ___ other:____________________________

List any new techniques that you learned this year in the cake decorating project.

Add anything not covered that you did this year.

My most successful decorating project this year was:

My worst flop was:______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

I sold the following at the cake auction at the fair:______________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
This project requires records on at least 4 decorated items.
You may enhance your project record by adding a story, photos with captions and/or newspaper
clippings.

Project #1:

____ Cake

___ Cookies ____ Cupcakes ___ Other(name): _________

Tip Numbers I used:

Basketweave:
Drop Flower:
Leaf:
Multi-opening:
Rose, Petal:
Round:
Ruffle:
Specialty:
Other:
I made the following on this project:
_____basic leaves
_____ruffled leaves
_____stand-up leaves
_____lettering
_____dots
_____outlines
_____vines
_____stems
_____stars
_____shells
_____rosettes
_____zigzags
_____daisies
_____drop flowers
_____mums
_____roses
_____gum paste flowers
Other: ___________________________________________

Project #2:

____ Cake

___ Cookies ____ Cupcakes ___ Other(name): _________

Tip Numbers I used:

Basketweave:
Drop Flower:
Leaf:
Multi-opening:
Rose, Petal:
Round:
Ruffle:
Specialty:
Other:
I made the following on this project:
_____basic leaves
_____ruffled leaves
_____stand-up leaves
_____lettering
_____dots
_____outlines
_____vines
_____stems
_____stars
_____shells
_____rosettes
_____zigzags
_____daisies
_____drop flowers
_____mums
_____roses
_____gum paste flowers
Other: ___________________________________________

Project #3:

____ Cake

___ Cookies ____ Cupcakes ___ Other(name): _________

Tip Numbers I used:

Basketweave:
Drop Flower:
Leaf:
Multi-opening:
Rose, Petal:
Round:
Ruffle:
Specialty:
Other:
I made the following on this project:
_____basic leaves
_____ruffled leaves
_____stand-up leaves
_____lettering
_____dots
_____outlines
_____vines
_____stems
_____stars
_____shells
_____rosettes
_____zigzags
_____daisies
_____drop flowers
_____mums
_____roses
_____gum paste flowers
Other: ___________________________________________

Project #4:

____ Cake

___ Cookies ____ Cupcakes ___ Other(name): _________

Tip Numbers I used:

Basketweave:
Drop Flower:
Leaf:
Multi-opening:
Rose, Petal:
Round:
Ruffle:
Specialty:
Other:
I made the following on this project:
_____basic leaves
_____ruffled leaves
_____stand-up leaves
_____lettering
_____dots
_____outlines
_____vines
_____stems
_____stars
_____shells
_____rosettes
_____zigzags
_____daisies
_____drop flowers
_____mums
_____roses
_____gum paste flowers
Other: ___________________________________________

